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ABSTRACT

One-Eye Movie Watching Experience; An Experiment For Enhancing Attention 

University 

Institute of Science Engineering-Architecture Department City Planning Program as a 

Post Graduate thesis.

Since human life started to pass in earth, people need a place to live. That was 

the beginning of architecture. A definition of architecture can be said, including the 

design of the total built environment, from the macro level of how a building integrates 

with its surrounding man-made landscape, to the micro level of architectural or 

construction details and sometimes, furniture. Wider still, architecture is the activity of 

designing any kind of system. It means that architecture is created by people for people.

After years passes by, humanity starts to use and see architecture as an art. On 

that years architecture, as a new art, is started to combine other artistic branches with

people. On those days almost nothing had been invented yet. People needs in art 

branches forced them to create artistic arts such as cinema. By this, the new and 

fascinating combination had born which can be called cinema and architecture.

However architecture is not just an artistic branch. Firstly, it is generated 

because of people needs than it becomes an art. But the cinema is invented because of 

needing in art. After creation of architecture, human and architecture have become 

inseparable issues. This is why if any subject involves human life, has to be involve 

architecture. This is cause of the combination of cinema and architecture.

By the technology is developed very rapidly, architecture is start to use cinema 

by architectural and engineering sector for their representing techniques. By those needs 
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virtual world gained too much importance with three-dimensional drawings, renderings, 

animations etc.

Virtual world is unlimited issue in this sector, which means there is a lot of way 

and architecture. Purpose of this research is, understanding and facilitating use of virtual 

worlds in architecture which combines cinema at the same time.
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